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Division 27:  Commissioner of Workplace Agreements, $1 654 000 - 
Division 28:  Registrar, Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission, $8 073 000 - 
Mrs Hodson-Thomas, Chairman. 

Mr Kobelke, Minister for Consumer and Employment Protection. 

Mr B. Bradley, Acting Director, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection. 

Mr P.J. Walker, Commissioner for Fair Trading, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection. 

Mr J. Radisich, Executive Director, Labour Relations, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection; 
Commissioner of Workplace Agreements. 

Mr B. Appleby, Director Corporate Services, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection - Labour 
Relations. 

Mr D. Goodwin, Manager Finance Services, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection. 

Mr G Vivian, Manager Finance and Resources, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection - 
WorkSafe. 

Mr BIRNEY:  I note that on page 468 of the Budget Statements, which is the first page of division 27, there is an 
appropriation of $1 654 000 for this year and then the forward estimates are blank.  That indicates that the 
Government intends to abolish the Office of Commissioner of Workplace Agreements, which is no secret.  How 
many staff from the Office of Commissioner of Workplace Agreements does the minister intend to make 
redundant, and what are the possible costs of those redundancies?  Does the minister intend to relocate those 
staff to other areas in the public sector? 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Government does not intend to offer any redundancies; it intends to relocate those 
employees.  Some staff have already left that office.  I will ask Mr Radisich to provide the member with more 
information. 

Mr RADISICH:  In previous years, the office employed up to 23 staff.  Currently, 12 people are employed in the 
office.  They are engaged solely on the receipt and registration of workplace agreements.  

Mr BIRNEY:  When the Office of Commissioner of Workplace Agreements is closed, how does the Government 
intend to relocate those 12 people?  To which area will they be relocated?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The individuals will have a choice about whether they seek employment in a similar area or 
whether they move to a totally different area of government.  As Mr Radisich indicated, a number of the staff 
have applied for positions in other government agencies, and others have opted out of government employment 
by their own choice without any redundancy payments - although that is not totally true, the former 
commissioner was given a redundancy payment.  

Mr BIRNEY:  Did you say that he has already been given a redundancy payment?   

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes, that is stated clearly in the Budget Statements.  

Mr BIRNEY:  How much has he been paid?  

Mr KOBELKE:  I will answer the member’s other question first.  It is anticipated - this was referred to in the 
previous division - that there will be a requirement for additional staff in the labour relations section of the 
Department of Consumer and Employment Protection.  The labour relations section will manage issues of 
ongoing workplace agreements for two or three years.  The registry of the Western Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission will be required to register employer-employee agreements.  I hope that some of the 
people currently employed in the Office of Commissioner of Workplace Agreements who have expertise and 
knowledge of that area, will gain employment in the registry.  Positions will be created at the registry.  People 
who currently work in this area will be prime applicants for those jobs, although they will have to go through the 
normal processes of job selection required in the public sector.  

Mr BIRNEY:  What was the redundancy payment for the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements? 

Mr KOBELKE:  It is in the top right-hand corner of page 470 of the Budget Statements.  

Mr BIRNEY:  Is the figure $425 000?  

Mr KOBELKE:  That is the redundancy provision.  However, that is not the full payment; it is the redundancy 
payment.  
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Mr BIRNEY:  What is the full payment?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The package provided to Mr Cooper included a superannuation payment of $424 000 in round 
terms, a management-initiated redundancy of nearly $172 000 and accrued annual and long service leave of 
nearly $40 000. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I refer to the output measures of workplace agreements on page 470 of the Budget 
Statements.  It is clear from these budget documents that the take-up of workplace agreements has been 
enormously successful.  The budget states that there has been a significant increase in the use of workplace 
agreements.  A figure is provided in the major achievements for 2000-01 that the number of agreements lodged 
under the Workplace Agreements Act continued to increase in 2000-01.  The lodgment of workplace agreements 
averaged 14 006 per month for the financial year.  The client satisfaction rates are extremely high.  In my life, I 
have never seen such a glowing report in a budget paper such as this report on workplace agreements.  Of the 
14 000 registrations - 

Mr KOBELKE:  I will correct another typographical error.  The figure of 14 006 per month should read 6 861 
agreements were lodged per month.  The figure of 14 006 relates to parties to the agreements, not the number of 
workplace agreements lodged. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  That is better for my question.  Of the 14 000 parties who signed up for these 
agreements per month, what percentage does the minister consider involved employees who were forced to sign 
workplace agreements?  The Labor Party went to the election with its policy document titled “small business - 
the way ahead” and with a firm commitment to consult with small business on policy and legislative changes.  
What consultation did the Government conduct with small business about this policy change?  What percentage 
of small businesses support the change?  Of the 14 000 parties who have signed up each month, what percentage 
involved employees who were forced to do so?  According to the consultation with small business undertaken by 
the Labor Party, what percentage of small businesses support the scrapping of the Workplace Agreements Act?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The member has shown his total ignorance of the Workplace Agreements Act.  There is no 
indication of what the answers might be to those hypothetical questions.  The function of the commission under 
that Act does not enable it to provide any data to enable me to even hesitate to guess at the answer to those 
questions.  The Act that was introduced by the previous Government specifically required that such matters be 
kept secret because the previous Government was worried that if people understood how much intimidation 
occurred and how many standover tactics were used, they would be abhorred by it.  On that basis, the Act was 
set up to maintain tight secrecy and not to let anyone know how many people were being screwed down by the 
last Government.  We are happy to repeal the Act and to give people a genuine choice and to give employers the 
flexibility to use individual contracts that are fair and reasonable and do not lead to the exploitation of workers in 
low paid jobs.  

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister did not answer my second question.  We know that he is under the 
thumb of the union movement, and that is why the Government has done this despite the enormous success of 
workplace agreements.  Have any small business organisations told the minister that they want the legislation 
scrapped?  I love quoting from ALP policy documents; it is like reading the comics in The Western Australian 
every day.  The “vote Labor” statement issued on 18 January stated -  

. . .  the needs and interests of small business will be at the forefront of our policy and decision making.   

. . .  we will not shy away from taking on powerful interests like the union movement whose actions are 
harmful to small business.   

How many small business organisations support this?  Is it a round number?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The Labor Party spoke to a range of small business people who told us that the minimum 
standards that were set by the former Government were unfair and that they undermined standards in a range of 
industries.  That is not to say that all of those small businesses and industries fully support our policy; they 
clearly do not.  However, the issue of undercutting wages and reducing standards by the use of workplace 
agreements caused concern to many small business people who voiced that loudly and clearly to me.   

They want fair conditions of employment, so that they are on a level playing field with competing industries.  
Small business is highly competitive, which puts huge pressure on individual operators, but generally delivers 
quality services at a lower price to the wider community in Western Australia.  In that very competitive market, 
there is a real concern from small business when someone else gains a short-term competitive advantage by 
undercutting wages.  That is what workplace agreements have allowed to happen - the undercutting of wages and 
standards.  It also has a very negative impact on small business from the other direction.  Small business is very 
reliant on the spending power and consumer confidence in the community.  If people are not buying the 
whitegoods, putting up the pergola, putting in the brick paving and buying the range of products and services 
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offered by small businesses, small business suffers.  Small business has two key issues.  It has cost pressures, 
and increasing wages.  There is also the demand side - the ability to grow the business.  When consumers are 
spending less because wages have been depressed in certain areas, that is a negative for small business as well.  
Small business will be very much the winners from what the Government is putting in place, because it will be a 
fair system of minimum wages, in which people know what the minimums are, and have to comply with them.  
It will also mean that those people on lower wages with little opportunity for saving, who are battling with every 
cent they have to meet their commitments, will put their money back into the goods and services that small 
business is able to provide.  Ensuring that people at the bottom end of the market get fair wages is in both ways 
an advantage to small business.  

[2.30 pm] 

Mr MARSHALL:  I refer to page 469, output 1, “Registration of Workplace Agreements”.  I would like to know 
how many agreements were lodged in the year 2000-01.  

Mr KOBELKE:  The number of agreements lodged in that year was 82 331.  

Mr MARSHALL:  Has the minister a figure for how many have been lodged since the election?  

Mr KOBELKE:  Since the election 47 498 have been lodged. 

Mr MARSHALL:  In that short time, over 47 000 agreements have been lodged.  On page 468, under 
“Significant Issues and Trends”, an upward trend in the use of workplace agreements is indicated.  The minister 
has just spent some minutes telling the committee why they are no good.  Why is it, then, that when a Labor 
Government is in power, the figures show a significant upturn in the use of workplace agreements?  People do 
want to have workplace agreements.  Does this contradict what the minister has just been saying, or is there a 
reason for it?  

Mr KOBELKE:  It does not contradict what I have just said.  I am not disputing that, in many areas, workplace 
agreements work quite well.  At the low-paid end of the job market, however, they have been used very clearly 
as a vehicle for exploitation, and that is the concern of the Government.  At the high-cost end of the market, 
people have skills they can place on the market which give them some bargaining power.  In low-paid jobs 
people have no bargaining power, and the workplace agreements are being used to drive down remuneration.  A 
classic example among many was during the election campaign, when the security guards working on contract 
for Department of Education security had their fortnightly wages reduced by $150, through workplace 
agreements.  To give some meaning to the figures, during the period leading up to the election, and immediately 
after the election, quite a number of employers wanted to continue using workplace agreements.  Among them 
were those education security guards, who were forced onto workplace agreements.  Not all of the 47 000 
agreements were forced on people, but many were.  Some employers re-signed and resubmitted workplace 
agreements, so that they would run for the maximum time.  In some cases, it was not necessarily new people 
signing workplace agreements, but people on workplace agreements that still had a year to run, having a new 
agreement forced on them.  People were phoning me and telling me they were being forced to sign.  This was a 
move to get the workers onto workplace agreements before the new Government repealed the legislation.  There 
was a big hump in the period, but in the months since, the number of registrations has tailed off.  If the member 
for Dawesville wishes, he can be provided the monthly registrations for the past 12 months by way of 
supplementary information.   

Mr MARSHALL:  I agree that there could be discrepancies at the lower end of the workforce.  I refer to the 
second dot point on page 468, where it is revealed that legislation is being drafted to abolish workplace 
agreements.  If something is proved statistically to be a good employment practice, except for a few 
discrepancies - and the minister has mentioned only one of those - would it not have been better to amend the 
legislation to cater for those discrepancies?  I dislike the word “abolish”.  Never change a winning game; only a 
losing game.  Over the past few years the statistics have shown that workplace agreements are a winning game.  
In any game there can be errors somewhere along the line.  The error should be amended, instead of abolishing 
the whole thing.  Would it not have been better to cover the discrepancy rather than abolish workplace 
agreements?  

Mr KOBELKE:  The point of view in the question put by the member for Dawesville is a valid one, but I do not 
agree with it.  The political choice was made by the Labor Party three or four years ago, between keeping the 
Workplace Agreements Act and modifying it to get rid of the really bad parts, and removing it altogether and 
offering a different form of individual statutory contract.  A third option was to abolish it altogether and put 
nothing in its place - provide for no form of individual statutory contract.  The choice laid out in the Labor Party 
policy, which it will implement, was to provide an alternative form of individual statutory contract.  Those will 
be called employer-employee agreements, and they will be registered through the registrar’s office at the 
Industrial Relations Commission, and through a separate office.  A report to the previous Government by Mr 
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Tony Ayers indicated that that was a valid way to go for registration.  A separate office was not required, and 
there were efficiencies to be had in doing it through an existing organisation.  From a management point of view, 
there is no need for an office of the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements to register individual contracts.   

Mr MARSHALL:  I do not agree with that, but I accept the response of the minister.  

Mr BIRNEY:  The minister seems to be of the opinion that the 300 000 or more people who have signed 
workplace agreements to date, did so with guns to their heads.  With that in mind, I refer the minister to page 469 
of the Budget Statements, under the heading “Key Effectiveness Indicator”.  I draw the attention of the minister 
to the item “Overall customer satisfaction” for the year 1999-2000, which is shown as 81 per cent.  The minister 
would be aware that the last comment reads - 

Due to the imminent closure of the Office it was not considered in the public interest to undertake a 
survey of customer satisfaction 

This is in regard to workplace agreements.  I suggest that it may well have been in the public interest to 
undertake that survey to find out exactly what level of customer satisfaction was being achieved.  Does that 
81 per cent figure for overall customer satisfaction relate to the employer or the employees?  

[2.40 pm] 

Mr KOBELKE:  My understanding is that it is a survey of employers and employees who have been involved 
with the commission.  The member should be clear that the survey was not asking people whether they were 
happy with their workplace agreements.  I do not have the exact words of the question, but it was along the lines 
of were people satisfied with the service of lodgment that they received from the office of the Commissioner of 
Workplace Agreements.  The Government did not see another survey as giving value for money when it was 
closing down the office.  We saw a way of saving money because we did not think that proceeding with the 
survey this year would be value for money.  The figure the member is rightly alluding to for 1999-2000 was 81 
per cent; that is, basically four-fifths of the people who had dealings with the office were reasonably happy with 
the way the office performed. 

Mr BIRNEY:  I want to get this clear: 81 per cent of people involved with workplace agreements said that they 
were satisfied with the situation as it presented itself. 

Mr KOBELKE:  No, the member has not understood what I said; I said the opposite. 

Mr BIRNEY:  It seems to me that if someone had a gun held to his head to make him sign a workplace 
agreement, he would be pretty dissatisfied with the entire process, including the office of the Commissioner of 
Workplace Agreements.  I am somewhat astounded that out of a sample of over 300 000 people, 81 per cent 
were satisfied.  If a gun was held to my head and I was told to sign a workplace agreement, I would be 
dissatisfied with the entire process, including the office of the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements.  I think 
that is a fairly reasonable assumption.  Does the minister agree? 

Mr KOBELKE:  I think it is a highly unreasonable assumption to jump to.  If I may, I will correct two of the 
member’s comments.  The first point is that there is no evidence that over 300 000 people have registered 
workplace agreements.  This is part of the problem that we have under the Act.  It was deliberately set up by the 
previous Government to ensure that there was not an accurate picture of what was happening.  The best idea that 
we have of the number of people on workplace agreements comes from an Australian Bureau of Statistics survey 
that suggests that less than nine per cent of the workforce of 900 000, so about 80 000 people, are on workplace 
agreements.  The number the member uses represents registrations.  If someone is registered on a workplace 
agreement and is sacked, and then works for another company and registers another workplace agreement, his 
workplace agreement will be counted on two occasions.  The same person could be counted a dozen times.  If 
someone is in a low-paid job, shifting around and registering every six months, each registration is counted.  The 
total number of people who register is way short of the over 300 000 people the member mentioned. 

The second point is that the key effectiveness indicators relate to overall customer satisfaction with the agency.  
That is quite explicit.  It does not indicate whether people are satisfied with their conditions of employment.  
People are not asked that.  I do not have the question here, as I have said, but normally professional surveyors try 
to get the question right.  They would try to discriminate between dissatisfaction or satisfaction with the 
workplace arrangements and dissatisfaction or satisfaction with the service being offered.  The figure is clearly 
not a basis on which to make any judgment about satisfaction with workplace agreements. 

Mr BIRNEY:  I disagree.  

Mr O’GORMAN:  I commend the minister for abolishing workplace agreements.  I have had first-hand 
experience of how people are pressured into them and I have also had a lot of anecdotal evidence.  Will the 
minister outline the main differences between employer-employee agreements and workplace agreements?   
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Mr KOBELKE:  We have before us the division on the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements.  It is therefore 
appropriate that I indicate the conditions that apply to workplace agreements under the current Act, that are 
administered by the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements, and what will be the arrangements as a result of 
the legislative reforms we will shortly be putting through the Parliament.  Workplace agreements do not have a 
no-disadvantage test and, therefore, the commissioner does not have to check whether people’s wages are 
falling.  The office carried out a survey a couple of years ago in which this data was indirectly alluded to, but not 
made public.  The wages of a large number of people dropped when they went onto workplace agreements.  It is 
very hard to imagine that someone would be satisfied with a reduction in wages.  The member for Kalgoorlie 
might be satisfied, but that is not normally the situation with other people.  Workplace agreements were 
registered under which the commissioner knew people were taking a drop in wages.   

Mr BIRNEY:  Would the staff member not know that he was taking a drop in wages when he signed it? 

Mr KOBELKE:  That is what we mean by coercion.  If someone does not sign a workplace agreement and take a 
drop in wages, all sorts of nasty things will happen to him, such as losing his job.  That is bullying coercion.  We 
will not accept that.  That is why, in large part, we are abolishing workplace agreements.   

A key difference between workplace agreements and employer-employee agreements will be a no-disadvantage 
test with employer-employee agreements against an award.  There will also be a requirement that an employee 
have a choice.  Therefore, an employee cannot be put into a situation where he will only get a job if he signs an 
individual contract.  That is what currently happens and it was the previous State Government’s policy.  It is a 
vicious form of standover tactics to tell someone that, if he does not sign a contract, he will not get a job.   

A person will not be able to register an employer-employee agreement when an enterprise bargaining agreement 
is in place for that work.  Those three provisions, as a requirement for registration of an employer-employee 
agreement, make it radically different from workplace agreements and their registration process. 

Mr MARSHALL:  “Standover tactics” is a harsh expression to use about a small business person.   

Mr KOBELKE:  I was talking about the previous State Government. 

Mr MARSHALL:  Referring back to workplace agreements being rigged so that a lesser amount can be paid to 
an employee, in a world where there is unemployment, sometimes it is better to have a lower paid job than no 
job.  If people are unemployed, they have nothing to spend.  When people are employed, they have a chance to 
learn from the work force and progress.  Signing a workplace agreement for a wage that a unionist does not think 
is adequate may not be detrimental to a person who wants to get a job and have a better life.   

[2.50 pm] 

Mr KOBELKE:  I agree with part of that statement and totally disagree with the rest of it.  The Government 
acknowledges that getting work is very important.  We set up traineeships and apprenticeships so that people can 
get work.  The federal Government’s work for the dole policy is part of that ethic of people getting the 
experience to enable them to get better jobs.  Giving exemptions from minimum wages so that people can gain 
experience is a good thing.  To that extent I agree with the member.  However, suggesting that somehow if 
wages are dropped, more people will be employed, is a much more complex and difficult issue to quantify.  
Ample evidence indicates that is not the case.  I have seen national comparisons over some time between 
Australia and the United States of people working on lower wages.  There is significant support for the fact that 
people are paid lower wages because they are less productive, which was the case in the United States for a 
couple of decades.  However, that does not do anyone any good.  Australia during the 1980s had a higher wage 
structure with higher productivity, which meant that the nation did better and people got higher wages.  Another 
study in America comparing neighbouring States indicated that the States with higher minimum wages had 
higher employment.  Businesses did not leave one State and go to the State next door where there was a lower 
minimum wage.  It is a much more complex picture than the member suggests.  Small businesses tend to look at 
the direct effect of minimum wages and say that as they have increased, they will not employ an extra person.  
That is anecdotal but true.  On that basis they say when wages go up, people lose jobs.  The issue is far more 
complex than that.  Excessive increases in wages directly impact on employment but when wages decrease there 
is little data to show that employment increases. 
Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  Page 477 refers to a decision that has been taken since the state election.  Could the 
minister give details by way of supplementary information of the priority assurance dividend for this year and 
forward estimate years and the travel, advertising and consultancy savings?  The latter item is only $16 000 but I 
am interested to know where that saving will be made. 

Mr KOBELKE:  Clearly, the cost savings are small for travel, advertising and consultancy services, which will 
be made using stringency measures.  The priority and assurance dividend is a more substantial amount and, 
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again, will be made by a range of cost savings in the whole department.  One example is the expensive process 
of printing the Government Gazette.  As it is required, we are considering providing it electronically.  Therefore, 
when people want to look at a cleaners and caretakers award, for example, they can access it on-line instead of 
ordering a copy of the Gazette.  The Gazette is already available on-line but there is a potential to stop printing 
hard copies of the Gazette.  I do not have that substantial savings figure but I will get it for the member.  There 
are one or two programs where, by the use of technologies and greater efficiencies, there will be major savings; 
the rest of the savings will be found generally across the operation of the ministry. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I would like some specific information.  The Treasurer came into this place and 
said that he would provide a detailed list of the priority and assurance dividend savings amounting to about 
$850 million.  I have asked questions of individual ministers and have received the same vague answers that I 
got from the minister, such as: there is a figure of $300 000; we are looking at doing this; we will tighten our belt 
there; something will happen at the end of the day there; and it will all pop out and everything will be hunky-
dory.  I would like to see a list that shows that saving of $300 000, whether it be $20 here and 10c there, saving 
on buying an extra pencil here and there, or whatever.  The minister must have a list that identifies a precise 
saving of $300 000.  There must also be an indication of how the minister got to the saving of $566 000 in the 
priority and assurance dividend.  I am talking about an area of a relatively small appropriation of about 
$8 million.  To achieve savings of $600 000 of total appropriation, or around seven per cent, is not insignificant.  
In view of the fact that the budget strategy to a large extent, depending on the real revenue projections, hinges on 
the $850 million priority saving, a slightly more detailed answer should be possible.  Is the minister telling me 
that it is not possible? 

Mr KOBELKE:  I have provided one of the details and I will provide supplementary information relating to the 
specific and substantial savings in not having to produce a hard copy of the Gazette.  Much of the savings will be 
in small items that cannot be quantified.  I will not give the Deputy Leader of the Opposition an account of how 
many pencil sharpeners will not be bought; that is ridiculous. 

Mr BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The minister came up with a figure of $300 000 and must be able to say, for 
example, that in the area of stationery, there will be a saving of around $20 000, or whatever.  The minister must 
have come up with that figure; he would not have plucked it out of the air, or I hope he did not.  The saving of 
$16 000 in travel, advertising and consultancy is not much compared with some agencies.  Again, where will that 
saving be made?  Is it in travel; and if so, who will not travel, or whatever?  Is it in advertising; and if so, what 
sort of advertising and what sort of consultancies will go by the by? 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Deputy Leader of the Opposition has indicated that he has no understanding of how things 
work.  An amount of $16 000 in the overall budget is small.  It means that the expenditure in the area of travel, 
advertising and consultancy will be more controlled, a little more stringent and will be achieved.  It is not 
possible to quantify those small amounts.  I have already indicated that I am willing to provide supplementary 
information on the major savings, such as the savings in not having to print the Gazette. 
The CHAIRMAN:  Is the minister prepared to provide that by way of supplementary information? 

Mr KOBELKE:  Yes.   

[3.00 pm] 
 


